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The number of musicals that have been written
in their entirety by one person are few and far
between; musical theater is the one form of
writing that almost always demands collaboration.
So it is quite remarkable that, as a student at
Yale Law School, John Weidman decided what
he really wanted to be was a musical book writer.
Even more remarkable, he got his chance: he
sent a play that he wrote to Hal Prince, who saw
it as a musical and enlisted the help of Stephen
Sondheim. The result was 1BDJmD0WFSUVSFT. And it
was the first of many collaborations.
In this issue, Stephen Sondheim and John
Weidman talk about the work they’ve done both
together and with others. Also in this issue, we
are printing some samples of their work and
examples of the XBZ they work.
5IF #BDL1BHF features excerpts from a new
book written by Jenny Allen and illustrated by
Jules Feiffer.
—Arlene Hellerman

Copyright © 2006 by the Writers Guild
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0/83*5*/( How do you guys work together—

and do you each work differently with other
people you collaborate with?

passed it on to Steve and after a certain amount of
back and forth we went ahead.
40/%)&*. Hal sent it to me and I didn’t see

40/%)&*. I work with John the way I worked

with James Goldman and James Lapine—well, of
course there’s an exception because in the case of
"TTBTTJOT we talked about it a great deal and then
John virtually wrote the entire thing as a draft.
8&*%."/ Yes, but by the time I went away

to write we had a very clear sense of what the
structure of the piece was, not what all the
elements would be, but what most of them would
be. That was a show where I felt it was important
to write a finished draft before I gave anything
to Steve. It’s got such abrupt changes in tone
that you really needed to read all the scenes in
sequence; if you read one on its own you’d have
no idea what was coming next.

that it sang—or hear that it sang—but I thought
it certainly could use background music and I
offered to do that. And Hal said, “I wish you’d
think about it more deeply and live with it a little
bit.” And over a period of a month I saw a way
into it. But after that the process remained: we
would discuss the characters and the scenes and
how the songs would be used.
8&*%."/ Yes, that’s correct.
40/%)&*. It was the same process, two writers

working together to make a play into a musical,
which is not dissimilar to making an idea into a
musical.
8&*%."/ What seems to me to be the essential

40/%)&*.Usually the way we write is, we talk

about the plot and about the characters and where
songs would be useful and where they might not.
And then John goes home and starts to write and
creates the characters and creates the diction, and
meanwhile I sort of collect ideas. And then after a
couple of scenes, when I get to know his characters
the way he’s created them, I start imitating. That’s
primarily what I do as a songwriter with most of
the librettists I work with, which is to imitate them,
to imitate their styles and to get inside the skins of
the characters they create.
8&*%."/ 1BDJmD0WFSUVSFT is another exception—
40/%)&*. Oh, yeah.
8&*%."/ —Because that show started in a

different way. It started as a straight play which
Hal Prince was going to produce on Broadway.
I was coming into town for auditions and it
looked as though the whole thing was going to go
forward and then Hal stopped it and said it felt to
him as though the story wanted to be musicalized.
What I heard was, “I’m not going to do your play.”
I didn’t hear it’s going be musicalized. But he

ingredient in that kind of collaboration is
something you can’t put your finger on and it
has to do with a shared sensibility; if it’s present
it’s very powerful and if it’s absent you’re in a
lot of trouble. One of the reasons I have been
so comfortable talking things back and forth
with Steve is that the exchange of ideas seems to
be very fruitful and takes us in a direction that
neither of us might have thought of individually.
I have worked with other people where almost
no amount of talking is helpful because you’re
really not on the same page. And in those cases
sometimes I’ve gone away and written a draft first
so I can get down on paper at least what I think
the shape and the content of the show is supposed
to be. But if you start out feeling as though you’re
talking at cross purposes, it’s usually a signal that
the collaboration isn’t going to work.
40/%)&*. And sometimes it takes a long time

to find that out.
8&*%."/ Yeah, it does.
0/83*5*/( Stephen, you said you found a way

into 1BDJmD0WFSUVSFT. What was it?
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40/%)&*. It was a specific musical thing that

I discovered. I was looking for a musical style.
I didn’t want to make fake, Oriental “playing
on the black keys” kind of music. And one
evening I was up at Leonard Bernstein’s for
dinner and he took a long phone call—and he
had a harpsichord. I started to fiddle with the
harpsichord while he was on the phone and I
don’t know what possessed me, but I put one
forearm on one manual and another forearm on
the other manual and just gently let my weight
go down on them. And the plucking sounds
that came out of the harpsichord as I did that
suggested a way of approaching the music. I put
it together—I don’t know what the unconscious
connection was—with the guitar feeling of
Manuel de Falla. He had a very distinctive
harmonic style that was based on Spanish guitar
tuning and it was not unlike the Japanese scale.
And putting those two things together made it
work for me, I could make a connection with
my own feeling about Western music because
I loved de Falla’s music and knew it very well.
Somehow all those connections were made and
I thought, okay that’s the way into this piece.

first scene took place on the hanamichi, the
Kabuki runway that runs through the house.
The Dutch ambassador, in order to show proper
deference, crawled on his belly the length of the
hanamichi in order to let the shogun know that
the American ships were coming.
40/%)&*. Sounds like a musical to me.
8&*%."/ Yeah, it sounds great. But the play was

very tightly constructed and the most imaginative
thing about it was the choice of the subject matter,
rather than the way in which it was executed.
40/%)&*. It was traditional in the way I think

of the plays of Robert Sherwood and the political
playwrights of the ’30s.
8&*%."/ Yes.
40/%)&*. In which you make points through

character and situation and plot, and you’re
examining various attitudes towards whatever
point you’re making. And it was very clear. It was
not didactic but it was a QMBZ play.

8&*%."/ Also, 1BDJmD0WFSUVSFT started as

8&*%."/ When I went back and reread it, I

a straight play, I had never imagined it as
something which would become a musical.
It covered a much briefer timespan than the
musical ultimately did. I found a copy of it a
couple of years ago and it does not feel like a
musical at all. In fact, when we moved away from
the play and into the process of re-imagining the
narrative in musical terms, the story changed.
The basic idea of the fisherman who becomes
a samurai and the samurai who becomes
westernized was always at the heart of the piece,
but everything else changed and became more
stylized and more interesting.

was very pleased that Hal had interrupted the
process of producing it in order to reimagine it
as a musical. 1BDJmD0WFSUVSFT was an example
of something which was not purely an author’s
piece. Hal and Steve had done a whole series of
shows together at that point and Hal, from the
very beginning, was very interested as a director
in telling a story using some version of Japanese
theatrical techniques.

40/%)&*. It was a much more politically

40/%)&*. Which is I’m sure what turned

him onto the piece in the first place. Certainly,
he thought it was an interesting play. But as
a director he got really excited because of the
possibility of using Kabuki techniques.

oriented play as I remember it, though I don’t
remember it that well. The first scene was in the
president’s office, I believe?

8&*%."/ Yeah, he did. Just what a New York

8&*%."/ No, that was the second scene. The

0/83*5*/( It didn’t do well?
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audience was waiting for.

8&*%."/ Well, it’s interesting. It ran for about

six months on Broadway the first time around but
it got wildly mixed reviews. A lot of times when
people say something got mixed reviews, they
mean it got lukewarm reviews.

affects the box office. It’s good for your ego
when you read something nice about yourself
and bad for your ego when you read something
not nice, even if you have no respect for the
person who wrote it. Which is a very good
reason not to read reviews.

40/%)&*. Polarized. Red and blue state—
0/83*5*/( Do you read reviews?
8&*%."/ /FXTXFFL thought it was a work of

genius and 5JNF magazine thought it was trash,
or the other way around. And it really went that
way right down the line.
40/%)&*. Alistair Cooke said it was one of the

most important events in the theatrical history of
the United States and other people said, what is
this piece of pretentious nonsense.

40/%)&*. I don’t read reviews except 5IF

/FX:PSL5JNFT until long after the show, unless
somebody points me to a specific review. What
I usually do is collect them all, put them away
and then maybe read them many years later. I
still haven’t read the reviews on 1BTTJPO because I
heard that they were all similar.
8&*%."/ The story of "TTBTTJOT speaks to this.

8&*%."/ Very confusing to me. I thought the

fact that Hal Prince and Stephen Sondheim had
decided to do my show meant I had it made. But
it turns out life is more complicated.

When "TTBTTJOT opened at Playwrights Horizons
in 1990 the critics were uniformly negative except
for David Richards in the Sunday 5JNFT, who
loved it.

40/%)&*. 8FTU4JEF4UPSZ, in a less dramatic

40/%)&*. By which time it was too late.

way—because it was my first show—there were
people who loved it and people who just really
loathed it.

8&*%."/ Yeah. The critics were either angry

0/83*5*/( People loathed 8FTU4JEF4UPSZ?
40/%)&*. Of course, of course. It’s all about

this ugly gang. What is that doing in a musical?
Meredith Wilson wrote an angry column in 5IF
/FX:PSL5JNFT—I shouldn’t say angry, it wasn’t
angry, it was folksy because it was Meredith
Wilson—about there are certain things that don’t
belong on the musical stage and one of them is
juvenile delinquency.

or contemptuous—I mean the reviews were just
bad. And because the show dealt with such risky
material to begin with, it really felt like a blow.
I took it personally—I’m not quite sure what
I mean by that—but it was very demoralizing
because it felt like people wouldn’t see what we
had written. And that really turned out to be the
case. It closed at Playwrights.
0/83*5*/( You were hoping it would go to

Broadway?
8&*%."/ Well, yes and no.

0/83*5*/( Wow.
40/%)&*. It’s not a matter of Broadway—
40/%)&*. I misquote, that is not exactly what

he said. But that’s what he said.
0/83*5*/( Does the critical reaction affect you?
40/%)&*. It’s only important insofar as it

8&*%."/ —It’s about an audience that would

have gone but didn’t get the chance. If you’re
pleased with a show and proud of it—and I
think both Steve and I felt then as we feel now
that when we finished "TTBTTJOT we’d done exactly
on writing | 5

time it’s been done since then, it’s been done
differently.

common with the New York production but still
there were variations—

0/83*5*/( Do certain plays lend themselves

40/%)&*. Variations, yeah, but it wasn’t really

more to different interpretations?

a fresh take. Whereas this new production of
4VOEBZ was done with an entirely different
approach.

40/%)&*. I would have thought so. I used to

make jokes that anybody who wants to restage
4VOEBZJOUIF1BSLXJUI(FPSHF has a lot of trouble
because it’s about Seurat. You can’t have him cut
his ear off at the end of the first act, for example.
And then this new production in London is
startling in terms of its approach to the piece. So
I would have said up until a couple of months ago
the answer to your question is, yes, some pieces
have to be done or should be done almost exactly
the way they were done originally. Now I don’t
think so.
0/83*5*/( But could you restage 0LMBIPNB in

a radically different way?
40/%)&*. I don’t know. Until three months ago

8&*%."/ It’s very exciting when you get a

director who really understands what your
intention was and is able to tease it out beyond
the text, which Joe Mantello did with "TTBTTJOT,
it just makes you feel good. It makes you feel
grateful.
0/83*5*/( It’s interesting to hear you talk

about directors because one of the things
screenwriters always talk about is an envy of
playwrights because theater is a playwright’s
medium and the director’s contribution is just
bringing the writer’s vision to life. But you’re
really talking about directors as collaborators
almost re-envisioning your work.

I would have said, no, of course not.
40/%)&*. Well, no. The great thing a director
8&*%."/ But I’m sure it’s been done—maybe

where you take all the characters in 0LMBIPNB
and put them in the South Bronx.

has in the theater when he wants to do a revival
is a complete new canvas to paint the show with.
That’s one of the things I think would make
wanting to be a director attractive, because you
can do )BNMFU in your own individual way and
that sort of thing. But you’re talking about the
reinvention or the redoing, the renovation, the
re-whatever it is of something that’s established.
And that’s not necessarily a collaboration because
again, just to use my most recent experience, the
director of 4VOEBZJOUIF1BSLXJUI(FPSHF had
no communication with Lapine and me. He just
went ahead and did it.

40/%)&*. Eventually yeah, except they’re talking

0/83*5*/( Can they do that?

those aren’t productions we’ve seen but, I
mean, there have been God knows how many
productions of 0LMBIPNB.
40/%)&*. I’m not sure.
8&*%."/ I challenge that. I insist that it’s been

done differently.
0/83*5*/( Maybe it could be like Shakespeare

about the West. Shakespeare is so far removed
from us we’ll accept anything. And maybe in 200
years if anybody wants to do 0LMBIPNB it would
be done.
8&*%."/ I saw 4VOEBZJOUIF1BSL at the

40/%)&*. Sure.
0/83*5*/( Legally?
40/%)&*. Sure, sure.

National in London in 1990, and it had a lot in
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what we wanted to—you want people to see it.
Sam Mendes did it in London the next year where
the critical reaction was exactly the opposite. The
reviews were uniformly enthusiastic. It wasn’t
until Joe Mantello did it at the Roundabout that
it got resurrected here in New York. And for it to
win the Tony Award—going up on stage at Radio
City Music Hall after the experience 15 years
previously of wanting to wear Groucho glasses
when I left my house so I wouldn’t be attacked in
the streets, it was pretty unreal.

a piece has enough vitality to be not only revived
but revived with a different approach. A lot of
shows are revived but they’re done pretty much
the way they were in the original. When you have
a show like "TTBTTJOT—or in the case of 4XFFOFZ
5PEE now—with an entirely different approach,
it means that they’re alive. And that’s the thing
about the theater, a piece is alive as long as there
are people who want to perform it. Whereas in the
movies they always give the same performances,
same sets.

40/%)&*. I had the reverse reaction, also in

8&*%."/ One of the things that happened in the

London, when 4XFFOFZ5PEE was done there the
first time. The critics tromped on it with all feet.
They just loathed it and it closed in three months
in a commercial production. When it got redone
years later by Declan Donnellan at the National
Theatre, suddenly they all loved it a lot.

commercial theater I guess about 20 years ago—
I’ll say it’s noteworthy because that’s a neutral way
of describing it—was the idea of replicating a show
in exactly the same way every place around the
world as if it were a movie. One of the pleasures
of writing for the theater is the experience, it’s
not always pleasant but overall it is, of seeing the
different ways in which somebody will take what
you’ve written and express it on stage.

0/83*5*/( It’s an interesting thing that you’ve

both had the experience of having seen your work
done a number of times by different directors.
What’s that experience like? Because a lot of
playwrights and songwriters—lyricists? What is
the name for—

40/%)&*. Wait a minute, wasn’t that true of

0LMBIPNB? That was done the same way all over
the world surely. Or am I missing the point?

40/%)&*. Well, a songwriter is somebody who

8&*%."/ Well, there were 19 productions of

writes songs and a lyricist is somebody who writes
lyrics.

-FT.J[, I think, at one point running around the
world.

0/83*5*/( So you’re a songwriter?

40/%)&*. Simultaneously.

40/%)&*. Yeah.

8&*%."/ Simultaneously. With exactly the same

set, exactly the same—
0/83*5*/( It sounds so pedestrian for what

you do.

40/%)&*. Well surely all the companies of

40/%)&*. It’s funny you say that. The first

0LMBIPNB that were going around at the same
time, there may not have been 19 but let’s say
there were eight.

plane trip I shared with Leonard Bernstein going
over to London, we were filling out the customs
form and where you write your profession on the
thing I started to write “songwriter.” He looked
over my shoulder and said, “Write poet, write
poet.” I always write songwriter, although there’s
not enough space for such a long word. But to
answer your question, it’s always wonderful that
6 | on writing

8&*%."/ If they were touring companies or

spinoffs of the Broadway production, yes. But the
notion that a show could run for 20 years in 19
different places in exactly the same way—"TTBTTJOT
is an example of what I’m talking about. It ran for
a couple of months down at Playwrights. Every

8&*%."/ They cannot change a word of

dialogue or a lyric, they can’t change the music.
What makes it a playwright’s medium—including
in the musical theater—is the control the author
has over the content of the piece. Which is not a
control any screenwriter has over the content of
his screenplay. In the theater the playwright—
40/%)&*. —The writer is legally king. The

most the director can do is say, “I want to change
a scene.” If the writer says, “No, I won’t change
the scene,” the director can say, “Okay, in that
case I won’t direct your play.” And that’s up to the
playwright.
0/83*5*/( Right. But something like, for

a character named Sam Byck who hijacked
an airplane and his intention was to fly it
into the White House and kill Richard Nixon.
Byck participates in some of the group songs
later in the show, but basically he delivers
two monologues and that’s how he expresses
himself. Sam thought the monologues should
be combined. I remember him saying not
even Shakespeare would give a character two
monologues unless something had happened to
him in between. And I thought, oh well, all right,
Shakespeare. And Steve and I talked about it and
I said, “You know what, it really ought to stay the
way it is. Let’s leave it alone.” And that was it. Had
it been a film, it would have been a very different
process.

instance, the current revival of 4XFFOFZ5PEE—
40/%)&*. There were tiny little cuts he asked
40/%)&*. The director started taking cuts and

made some changes because of the necessity of
having a small cast. I either approved or, with the
cuts I thought were unnecessary, worked with him
to make the scenes viable so they could be staged.
I was perfectly aware that if you have a total of
10 people on stage you can’t have a marketplace
scene with 25 people in it. What do you do
about that? You can’t even have a marketplace
with five people in it because they’re all playing
instruments. And that was true with 4VOEBZJO
UIF1BSLXJUI(FPSHF at the National where the
director wanted to add people to one scene and
take some away from another, James Lapine and
I either approved, disapproved or consulted with
him on how to do it. And in fact, Sam Mendes did
the same thing with "TTBTTJOT. He came to us and
said, “I’d like to do this and I’d like to do that,”
but Sam could have done, without consulting
John or me, any production he wished at the
Donmar, as long as he didn’t change a word—

for, and John would think about it and if he
thought, okay that’s not a bad idea, he agreed.
But if John hadn’t been around or John said,
“No, don’t change a thing, I’m going off to the
Bahamas,” Sam would either have to accede or
not do the show.
0/83*5*/( Some screenwriters and directors

say, once they do the movie that’s it, they don’t
want to look at it, it’s done. And here you have to
keep looking at your work. And if you look at it 10
years later do you say, “I can’t believe I did that,”
or, “I want to redo that....”
40/%)&*. Yes, of course. And that’s the fun.

8&*%."/ —He couldn’t change the text.

You can’t do that with film. You can’t say, “Oy,
did I misdirect that scene. It’s supposed to be
funny.” Too late, the actors are dead, they’re under
contract to another studio. I mean, you can’t do it.
But here you’ve got a whole group of new actors
and you say, “Let’s try the scene backwards.” And
you look at it and you say, “That was a terrible
idea. Let’s try the scene with a song.” It’s great.

0/83*5*/( The Donmar Theatre is in London?

8&*%."/ 1BDJmD0WFSUVSFT, which opened on

40/%)&*. Yes, that was Sam’s theater.
8&*%."/ For example, in "TTBTTJOT there’s
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Broadway in 1976, was done at the Roundabout
two years ago. But I looked at this scene in the
first act—we call it the boat scene—and it just
went on and on. And I thought, I can’t stand to

stand in the back of the theater and look at this.
And I figured out a way to make a big cut, it was
like a page. Steve and I discussed it. He said, “No,
no, leave it alone.” And then I called him back and
he said, “Well read me the cut....” I read him the
change, and it made a huge difference in the way
the scene landed with the audience.
40/%)&*. That’s another thing that happens,

of course, and Shakespeare’s a perfect example.
As time goes on, audiences’ sensibilities and
impatiences change. Four or five hours of
Shakespeare seemed perfectly okay in 1583 but
not so good today at Shakespeare in the Park. So
you cut a lot.

8&*%."/ P.G. Wodehouse and Guy Bolton—

and then [Howard] Lindsay and [Russel] Crouse
had rewritten what they wrote because they’d gone
back to England. But no contemporary audience
would sit still for a musical that was rhythmed
in that way. So the task became to maintain the
flavor and the spirit of the piece so that it felt
like 1934 but to make it move in a way that a
contemporary audience would be comfortable
with. And it’s the same thing that Steve’s talking
about.
40/%)&*. Virtually any so-called classic musical

needs that. They didn’t do it with the recent
production of 0LMBIPNB and the result was, it
was endless.

0/83*5*/( Right.
0/83*5*/( Herb Gardner used to talk about his
40/%)&*. It even happens in one generation.

Maybe John wouldn’t have felt so impatient with
his scene in 1976.

relationship with Bob Fosse and Paddy Chayefsky
where they all showed each other their work and
gave each other notes. Do you have people who
you show your work to and get notes from?

8&*%."/ That’s very possible.
40/%)&*. It depends on how many opinions
40/%)&*. One of the reasons all the Pulitzer

Prize-winning plays of the 1930s and ’20s aren’t
done anymore is that you stop and think, I get it, I
get it, let’s get on with it—because it’s just spelling
things out to the audience. These audiences have
been exposed to MTV, and like a goat going from
mountain crack to mountain crack, they know
how to get to the next point without having to see
someone drive the car up to the garage, park it, all
that. So John’s sensibility has changed along with
the audiences’.

you want. There’s one person I count on to look
at something and give me an opinion, and a
couple of other people who I sort of count on. But
the problem is, you don’t want too many cooks
because you do get as many opinions.
8&*%."/ Yeah.
40/%)&*. When you’re in previews and playing

in front of an audience you want opinions from
perhaps one or two people who are professionals,
who can say something that is valuable.

8&*%."/ Yeah. Back in the ’80s Tim Crouse and

I wrote a new book for "OZUIJOH(PFT—Jerry Zaks’
production at Lincoln Center with Patti LuPone
and Howard McGillin. We started with the 1934
script and there would be pages and pages and
pages of dialogue before you got to a song and
then more pages and pages. The quality of the
writing was quite funny, and very good people had
written it.
0/83*5*/( Who wrote the book?

8&*%."/ And of course, in previews the best

opinion you get is the reaction you’re getting from
the audience.
0/83*5*/( Can you think of an example?
8&*%."/ I could talk about the scene I cut in

1BDJmD0WFSUVSFT. The reason I was so uncomfortable
standing in back is I could sense that the audience
was losing patience with the scene. They were
on writing | 9

tolerating it and they were paying attention
but you just feel what’s not working. And with
comedy, if people don’t laugh, they don’t laugh.

can start to look at it and say, that’s the author’s
fault, that’s the director’s fault, that’s the cast’s
fault—whatever that is. But you’ve got to let it play.
Otherwise you go into a panic.

0/83*5*/( Right.
0/83*5*/( How long do you have in the
8&*%."/ You can tell yourself, I don’t care what

they think, it’s hilarious—but it’s not. It’s harder
with things that are not comedic. But you develop
a sense of when the audience is riveted and when
they’re waiting for something that is going to be
riveting.

preview process to really work on the show?
8&*%."/ In a commercial production there

it’s because they’re absorbed.

tend to be fewer previews because the producer
needs to get the show opened so it can be
reviewed—that’s the moment when the tickets
are either going to sell or they aren’t. But if you’re
doing something at a not-for-profit theater—and
this was true of "OZUIJOH(PFT which was done at
Lincoln Center and "TTBTTJOT which was done at
Playwrights Horizons—often, since the producers
are dealing with a subscription audience, the
official opening can be held off till quite late in
the run which gives you the luxury of an extended
period to work with the material.

0/83*5*/( Right.

40/%)&*. In the old days when shows went

40/%)&*. But sometimes you can misread that.
8&*%."/ Yes, you can.
0/83*5*/( In what way?
40/%)&*. Sometimes they’re not laughing, but

40/%)&*. And other times you UFMM yourself that

they’re not laughing because they’re absorbed. It’s
hard to make that distinction. And if you have an
BNJDVTDVSJBF in the audience whose opinion is
both objective and professional, that person can
say they’re bored or that person can say, leave it
alone, they’re absorbed. I’m exaggerating now but
that’s exactly it.
8&*%."/ And also performances take time to

develop. Often you can get caught between trying
to decide whether the material is deficient or
whether the performance is not finished yet. And
if you’re insecure, the way I certainly am and most
people are, I immediately assume it needs to be
rewritten. And you can do that too soon.
40/%)&*. The crucial and hardest thing

about theater is to let the piece develop its own
rhythm. I truly believe in changing nothing in
the first three or four performances. Nothing.
Let the actors get used to different audiences.
I’m talking about during previews. And then you
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out of town, like in the ’50s and certainly earlier,
the problem was you would go out of town and it
would be a very specific schedule. It was usually a
week in New Haven and then two weeks in Boston
and maybe an extra week in either Philadelphia or
Washington, around that. The point was you were
to open on October 20. So you’ll find that most
of the shows of the ’40s and ’50s have okay first
acts and dreadful second acts because there was
no time to get to the second act. Because it takes
longer than you think to put in new songs and
things like that and to work through them. By the
time the show came to New York they didn’t have
enough time to fix the second act. That’s one of the
reasons people changed from going on the road
to opening in New York and playing the previews
there until you get everything ready. The problem
with that is you’re under a microscope, audiences
prepped by word of mouth and actors having
their friends come backstage and saying, “This is
terrible, you’ve got to get out of the show.”
0/83*5*/( And then the critics are coming

during previews, aren’t they?

40/%)&*. There’s a gentleman’s—if that’s the

0/83*5*/( In film they have preview

word for critics, which it isn’t—agreement to hold
off their reviews until they give an official date.

screenings for an audience and everybody knows
they’re previewing so it’s not the same kind of
public exposure.

0/83*5*/( So do the critics come opening

night?

40/%)&*. Yeah, sure.

8&*%."/ They used to all come opening

0/83*5*/( And you can have time to work it

night. Now they come to a series of designated
performances that precede the opening night—

through. But in theater, you’re working this live
thing through. Do you always go into previews
knowing you have more work to do?

40/%)&*. —But only three or four. You freeze

the show three or four performances before and
every critic sees the same show. But it’s a limit of
four at the most and that was, I believe, introduced
by Hal for $BCBSFU. I think that was the first time
anyone said, “I don’t see why everything has to
rise or fall on opening night.” Because opening
nights were either electric or, “Oy, Gott in himmel,
she fell into the pit in the middle of her solo and
they never heard the second chorus.” And Hal
said, why don’t we invite the critics to come to any
one of two or three or four performances as long
as they all hold off writing their notices. It turned
out not only to be valuable, it is now the way all
shows open. And I remember a particular payoff,
the critic for 5IF%BJMZ/FXT, Doug Watt, came to
see $PNQBOZ the first of those four performances
and didn’t like it but was intrigued enough to come
back to the third and wrote a good review, having
seen it twice.
0/83*5*/( But you’re still reworking the

8&*%."/ Yeah, absolutely. Always.
40/%)&*. Always, always, always, always. Even

if you’ve come from out of town, it’s a different
size stage, there’s a different ambience, it’s a New
York audience.
8&*%."/ And it appears that there’s an

enormous amount of time to work on the show
and change it because after all they’re only
performing for two and a half hours each night.
But there are eight performances a week and
there are a lot of union rules that affect how
much new work you can put in and when you
can put it in—
40/%)&*. —Rehearsal time.
8&*%."/ —So that often you’re looking at a

show that has already been rewritten but the
rewrites aren’t on stage yet.

show—
0/83*5*/( Wow.
40/%)&*. No, not on the last three or four

performances.

8&*%."/ Which can be disorienting because

8&*%."/ By then the work on the show is

finished.

it’s like the real show’s in my computer but the
audience is sitting in front of something different
and they’re looking at it and developing opinions.

40/%)&*. Usually, in fact, you freeze the

40/%)&*. For example, if you write a song and

show five or six performances before the official
opening so the actors know they’re playing exactly
the same show tonight that they played last night
with no changes of dialogue. So they’re completely
confident by the time the critics arrive.

everybody says, okay that works, and you rehearse
it. But then it has to be orchestrated, then it has
to be staged. Now, you can’t just orchestrate and
put it in that evening because you have to have
an orchestra call which costs money and the
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orchestra call either has to be an hour in length or
three hours in length, whatever the union dictates.
And if there are just a few tiny changes that’s
one thing but if it’s a whole new song then you
think, gosh, we can’t afford to call the orchestra
for one hour just for this one song, we’ll wait till
we have more than one song or other things to
do so it makes the call worthwhile. So you write
the song on Tuesday, it doesn’t mean it goes in
on Wednesday. It goes in maybe Friday or next
Tuesday. And time spins.
0/83*5*/( So what is that first performance

like?
40/%)&*. First preview? Oh it’s terrifying.

There’s a slight preparation for it. Usually you
have a dress rehearsal, what they call an invited
dress, where for the first time the actors get to play
in their costumes with the full orchestra and the
scenery in front of, usually, invited casts from other
shows. So you get a fairly hip audience, which is an
enthusiastic audience. And the actors get a chance
to just feel an audience so by the time the first
preview—which may be that evening—goes on,
their toes have been in the pool.

40/%)&*. You’re talking about expectations.
0/83*5*/( Yes, that’s it.
40/%)&*. Of course, of course, expectations

are terrible. I remember Neil Simon opened a
play called 5IF(PPE%PDUPS in New Haven which
was an attempt at a Chekhovian comedy, but not
the kind of piece that he was famous for. It was
not received well and I remember him saying to
me, “I wish I could change my name because
everybody coming into that theater expects to see
a Neil Simon play instead of a play by a writer
named Neil Simon.” Completely unfair because
their expectations colored their reaction. And once
an audience starts to react, there’s nothing you
can do. You know, the plane has taken off. And
I thought, oh goodness, isn’t that pretentious of
him to say. He was absolutely right. Absolutely
right. And he was trapped.
0/83*5*/( Do you feel that?
40/%)&*. Sometimes, absolutely, sure.
0/83*5*/( John, do you feel that pressure

when you’re writing with Stephen?
8&*%."/ Your friends don’t come to the first

preview. You see somebody you know at the first
preview, you want to kill them.
40/%)&*. And they’re no longer your friends.
0/83*5*/( Really?
40/%)&*. Oh sure. If I saw anybody come in to

a preview of mine without my inviting them, God,
I would really be angry. No, because the baby isn’t
born yet.

40/%)&*. We’re known as a team of a certain

kind of piece. I mean for critics and for hip
audiences. We write—John will forgive the
phrase—politically oriented pieces, because John
is a political playwright. And by politics I don’t
mean that he’s writing about the Democratic
Party, I mean they are political plays. If you look at
the three things we’ve done together, they are very
clearly about this country and where it stands and
blah, blah, blah. So there’s a certain expectation.
0/83*5*/( Wait, 1BDJmD0WFSUVSFT, "TTBTTJOT

0/83*5*/( In terms of making changes in

and—

previews, is it difficult to do a Stephen Sondheim
play?

8&*%."/ —#PVODF, which remains a work in

40/%)&*. Only if you’re Stephen Sondheim.
0/83*5*/( I guess what I’m trying to say is—
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progress, we are finishing a revision of it now. But
we did it at the Goodman in Chicago and at the
Kennedy Center in Washington, three years ago,
two years ago?

40/%)&*. Yeah, three.
8&*%."/ These weren’t out-of-town tryouts, they

weren’t productions that were moving through a
couple of cities being fine-tuned on their way to
New York. These were stand-alone productions at
two of the best theaters in the country. Nonetheless,
we were hoping to be left alone by the critics
as much as possible. And in the old days when
shows went out of town, they XFSF left alone. It was
understood the show was like a pie in the oven and
nobody was going to open the door and look at the
pie until it came out.

from the straight play to the musical, you said it
became more imaginative. Is there something
about a musical that opens up the drama?
8&*%."/ I guess I was not trying to draw a

distinction between all plays and all musicals but
between the way 1BDJmD0WFSUVSFT came out when
it was a straight play and the way it came out as a
musical. It was, as all musicals are, more stylized
than the straight play.
0/83*5*/( More stylized in terms of....
8&*%."/ Language in a musical is completely

40/%)&*. A few vultures would come up. But

also, it was a long trip by train to Boston.
8&*%."/ Yeah.
40/%)&*. And even longer to Chicago.
8&*%."/ And it was just understood that’s the

way it worked. Now, when #PVODF opened at the
Goodman, in a sense we might as well have been
working on it on 44th Street. And the Internet
has made the situation even worse. People will
see a show out of town and immediately get
online and start talking about how terrible it is or
maybe how terrific it is. But they’re more inclined
to write about it if they think it’s terrible. So it’s
very difficult to get under the radar at all. But
certainly working on a piece with Steve, you
know everybody’s watching.
40/%)&*. Yup, it’s absolutely true. However,

I like to think it doesn’t affect our work as we’re
writing. It was the same thing when I worked
with Hal Prince. One of the reasons I believe that
reviews on .FSSJMZ8F3PMM"MPOH were so harsh
was because it was Hal and me. I think if it had
been Sam Smith and Joe Jones they wouldn’t have
been so harsh. They were anticipating whatever
they were anticipating.
0/83*5*/( I want to go back to something

you said earlier. John, when you were talking
about 1BDJmD0WFSUVSFT and making the transition

different from language in a play. If you took
a great scene from a great play and put it in a
musical, it would feel awkward and like it didn’t
belong there. And if you took a great scene from a
great musical and put it in a play you would have
the same experience. Everything has to happen
faster in a musical, people have to speak in a way
that conveys information quickly but do it in a
way that makes them seem entirely authentic and
real so that it doesn’t feel like you’re hurrying.
40/%)&*. There’s a contract an audience

unconsciously signs when they’re coming to the
theater which is, we’re going to watch something
that may—I’m talking about a straight play
now—it may pretend to be real but there’s this
fourth wall missing and the people are going
to be sort of cheating towards us. I’m talking to
you and we’re having a terrible husband-wife
fight but we’re sort of cheating out there a little
bit so that John, the audience, gets it. Right
away there’s something artificial. In a musical,
not only do you have that but in the middle I’m
going to start to sing to you. It’s another thing
that you’re adding. It’s completely artificial and
yet you have to make the audience accept that
enough so they will get absorbed in the story
you’re telling. That’s what all of this is about. Of
course, the language—and John is right—think
of yourself as a playwright: you have a story
to tell and two-thirds, three-quarters, threefifths of it are sung. How much space does the
playwright have to deal with dialogue and get
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all this important information across, not just
expositional but emotional.
8&*%."/ Yeah.
40/%)&*. I’m very fond of saying that one of

the really terrific things about 8FTU4JEF4UPSZ
is how much Arthur Laurents accomplished
considering that he had no space to tell a very
melodramatic story. There are stories like 4VOEBZ
JOUIF1BSLXJUI(FPSHF where not a lot happens
so the playwright has a chance. But in 8FTU4JEF
4UPSZ something happens all the time. Somebody’s
either shooting somebody or hitting somebody or
screaming at somebody and he’s got to do that.
So of course, everything has to be much more
concise.
8&*%."/ The dialogue also has to be authentic

and Larry Gelbart on "'VOOZ5IJOH)BQQFOFE
POUIF8BZUPUIF'PSVN. And one of the things
that Burt pointed out was there are other ways
to use songs—which is the way, incidentally, the
Romans used them—which is, as he said, to
savor the moment. “Poems” is a perfect example
from 1BDJmD0WFSUVSFT in which you’re taking a
moment and expanding it. You’re “telling a story”
because they’re making a journey home, but that
could be accomplished in a line. We’re trying to
make an emotional relationship between two
guys by taking one tiny moment, the start of a
friendship, and expanding it into three and a half
minutes of friendship so that you feel at the end
of the song, not so much that the story has moved
forward—the action takes care of that—but that
their emotional story has developed in some way
so they’re better friends at the end of it than they
were at the beginning of it.

in a way which makes it seem appropriate and
consistent that the person is going to go from
talking into singing.

0/83*5*/( And what’s an example of a song

40/%)&*. Right.

40/%)&*. The opening of the second act of

8&*%."/ So that if somebody sang a musical

number in the middle of -POH%BZT+PVSOFZ*OUP
/JHIU it would seem as though they had lost their
mind. But in a musical, that is the vocabulary of
the piece and—

moving the story forward?

4XFFOFZ5PEE, “More Hot Pies” in which there’s
10 minutes of plot: she opens this parlor, he
gets a chair, they test the bodies going down to
the basement.... In a movie it’d be at least two
minutes and in a play it’d be 20.
0/83*5*/( Is that something that you and John

40/%)&*. —And the audience accepts that, if

you do it gracefully and well. But you have to do
it gracefully and well, otherwise it’s ridiculous.
As John says, if you’re doing a musical of -POH
%BZT+PVSOFZ—yes, you can do a musical of -POH
%BZT+PVSOFZ, but unless you do it very carefully
it’s going to seem pretty silly when people start
singing.

go over?
40/%)&*. Oh do we ever.
8&*%."/ Yes, sure.
0/83*5*/( Not just, is a song needed here, but

what kind of song?

0/83*5*/( Do the songs move the action

40/%)&*. Well not so much what kind of song

forward or do they elucidate a moment in the
action?

but, okay we’ve got to deal with what happens
next. Do we do that musically? Can we do that
musically? And so we start to talk. Maybe that
wouldn’t have been possible musically. Maybe I
would have had to write a refrain and John write a
little scene with the American ambassador. Then

40/%)&*. Both. I was trained by Oscar

Hammerstein who moved the story forward
and then I started to work with Burt Shevelove
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I’d write another refrain and John a little scene
with the British ambassador. Then another refrain
and a little scene with the Dutch ambassador.

0/83*5*/( What’s a workshop?
8&*%."/ No costumes, no sets, with minimal

staging.
0/83*5*/( What’s a refrain?
40/%)&*. The orchestra is usually three
40/%)&*. The chorus of the song. “Old

MacDonald had a farm, e-i-e-i-o.” That’s a refrain.

instruments: piano, bass and drums, or
something like that.

8&*%."/ There’s another song in 1BDJmD

8&*%."/ So it looks a little like the last run-

0WFSUVSFT that is an interesting example. It’s called
“Bowler Hat.” It charts the changes in Kayama
the samurai after the Americans have left. He’s
appointed to a minor post, and the song is a series
of letters he writes to his superior over the course
of—I guess it ultimately covers seven or eight
years. As time passes—and the song develops—he
becomes much more arrogant and impatient
with the traditional Japanese attitude towards the
Westerners, who he would rather embrace than
repel. Steve and I talked about the scene and he
said, “Write me a series of letters or diary entries
that convey the change in Kayama’s character over
time and the specifics of what was going on in
the town he was administering.” The plan was for
Steve to absorb the letters into the song. But what
we wound up with was a song which preserved the
letters as spoken interludes: Kayama would sing,
and then we’d come back to the letters. And there
was constant development in the way Kayama
looked on stage and the tone of the letters, the
tone of the way he sang and the content of what he
sang. It was a fascinating outcome given the initial
intention. It’s what you can do in musical theater
that you obviously can’t do any place else.

through in a rehearsal hall before you actually
go into the theater, but with a little more musical
support.
0/83*5*/( Is it like one step above a table read?
8&*%."/ Yes, that’s correct.
40/%)&*. It’s a staged table read, exactly right.
0/83*5*/( Is it in front of an audience?
8&*%."/ Yeah. But different kinds of audiences.

We actually thought we had a brilliant idea.
Usually you rehearse it and then your friends
come in for two or three presentations and
that’s it. But we thought it would be useful
or interesting or somehow productive to do a
workshop every night in front of strangers at New
York Theatre Workshop.
0/83*5*/( But you wanted to rewrite it?
8&*%."/ Well, yeah.
40/%)&*. Over a period of time with an

0/83*5*/( I want to ask about #PVODF and the

audience coming every night.

rewrite. When is that going up, do you have a date
yet?

8&*%."/ It became glaringly obvious we would

40/%)&*. No we don’t have a date. We hope

maybe the end of next season, perhaps. It’s a piece
we like a lot and it’s been a long slog. We did a
workshop of it at New York Theatre Workshop,
Sam Mendes directing, and then we did another
version of it with Hal Prince directing in Chicago
and at a commercial theater in Washington.

have been better off if we hadn’t had an audience,
because what we were discovering about the piece
were things we needed to be working on in the
rehearsal hall or back at a typewriter. But we had
the obligation of dealing with an audience.
40/%)&*. You might be interested to know—or

I’ll assume you are—how workshops started.
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0/83*5*/( I’m interested.

40/%)&*. Well that’s the trouble. Who’s it for?

40/%)&*. Not a lot of people know this, but

When we started it was for ourselves. And now it’s
become for audiences and reactions and that sort
of thing. That’s what John was talking about.

they started with "'VOOZ5IJOH)BQQFOFEPOUIF
8BZUPUIF'PSVN. Hal Prince was the producer, I
was the composer and Burt Shevelove and Larry
Gelbart were the writers and we were trying to
get Jerome Robbins to direct it—and he wanted
to. He seemed to want to anyway. But Jerry was
famously skittish about committing himself to
dates. So he said, “Look, why don’t we get some
actors together and sit around a table and, Steve,
you play the score and let’s just listen to it.” Prior
to that time what you did with a show was you
wrote it, it got accepted by a producer, you cast
it, you went into rehearsal, you went out of town
and you fixed it out of town as much as you could
and then you came to New York. Nobody had ever
thought of just sitting around a room with actors
reading it long before rehearsals were to begin.
We decided to indulge Jerry—Hal and I and
everybody else connected with it—all right, he’s
so temperamental but he’s a genius so let’s put
up with it. And it turned out to be an invaluable
experience. We learned so much about the show
and indeed about the actors. One of the actors
we hired was Davy Burns, who ended up in the
show because he was so wonderful in the reading.
And Hal and I decided that we would do this with
every show we did. Sometimes Hal would read it
aloud in his office all by himself and I would play
the score and the only other person there would
be the book writer or maybe the set designer.
Then maybe I would write a little more and the
book writer would write a little more and then a
month later, two months later we would get some
actors together, sit around a table. Nobody had
ever done this before. Now what’s happened is
that the process has become so overblown that
workshops are done primarily to raise money.
They’re done in front of full audiences, etc., etc. I
don’t think I’ll ever do another workshop of that
sort again.

8&*%."/ Yeah, it’s multipurpose. The purest

and best use of the experience is to show the
authors what they’ve done and what they still
have to do. And if you bring money people in
you may discover half an hour into it that, you
know what, it wasn’t ready for money people to
look at. Because they’re looking at what you’re
showing them and they’re not going to fill in any
of the blanks or make any assumptions about the
direction in which it’s headed. It’s difficult.
0/83*5*/( So with #PVODF, you did a workshop

in front of a paying audience?
40/%)&*. Yes. First, we did workshops of our

own just for ourselves over a period of, what,
three years I guess.
8&*%."/ They were readings. The actors didn’t

get up on their feet.
40/%)&*. Yes, they were readings, sorry. That’s

absolutely correct. Then Sam Mendes came
aboard as a director and he directed this workshop
down at New York Theatre Workshop that ran for
a month in front of public audiences who I guess
were subscribers.
8&*%."/ It’s a subscription theater and I’m

sure they were mostly subscribers, but I think
there were extra tickets that could be purchased by
anybody who wanted to come and see it.
40/%)&*. And because it was a prestigious

show between John and me and Sam and starring
Nathan Lane and Victor Garber, it was, as we say,
a hot ticket.
8&*%."/ Under the radar, I don’t think so.

0/83*5*/( I think I might have seen one. It

was to show producers.
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0/83*5*/( No.

40/%)&*. It was a mistake.
0/83*5*/( You’re saying that it was a work in

progress.
40/%)&*. Yeah, exactly right.
0/83*5*/( So what were you thinking?
8&*%."/ You know what, I can no longer

answer that question. It seems so wrongheaded I
cannot tell you what we were thinking.

8&*%."/ I hadn’t heard of them. Steve said,

“Would you read something about them?”
I said, “Sure.” There was a biography of the
Mizner brothers, it was a series of pieces that
had appeared in 5IF/FX:PSLFS which had been
collected and published as a book in the ’50s
sometime, I guess. I read the book and I thought
that the material—and I mean that in the broadest
sense—was terrific. The relationship between
these two guys and the kind of high-risk lives that
they lived against the background of what was
happening in America between about 1885 and
the market crash I thought was extraordinary.

40/%)&*. I think we were so confident that the

piece was so good that all it needed was a little
tweaking. That’s my guess about what was going
on in our heads. I’m not sure that’s true.

40/%)&*. They were well-known people in

those days.
0/83*5*/( What did they do?

8&*%."/ I don’t think it is.
8&*%."/ Addison had a meteoric career as
40/%)&*. Okay. I take it back.
8&*%."/ We had done a series of readings and

I think some kind of a workshop was the logical
next step.

a famous architect. He built Palm Beach and
created a Spanish style of architecture which
was highly regarded. He made millions and
millions—
0/83*5*/( Kind of like Stanford White?

40/%)&*. And the readings had been fun and

good.

8&*%."/ Not that prestigious.

8&*%."/ The last reading that preceded the

40/%)&*. Although down in his neighborhood

workshop went very well. And so a workshop
seemed like the next step, but why a workshop
in front of paying customers seemed like a good
idea, I just don’t know. And, as Steve said, for
a month—when I said, “a month,” I started to
shake here. It just went on and oh my God.

he was. In Florida there are streets named after
him.
8&*%."/ And Wilson was a guy who lived about

17 different lives. He was a gambler, he was a fight
promoter, he was a sort of a playwright and he
was quoted in the papers all the time.

40/%)&*. It turned out to be a rocky

experience. It was a mistake.

40/%)&*. He was a great wit.

8&*%."/ But the material, from the moment

8&*%."/ Yeah.

Steve first mentioned it to me, he said, “Have you
ever heard of a guy named Wilson Mizner?”

40/%)&*. Like Dorothy Parker.

0/83*5*/( Wilson Mizner?

8&*%."/ And an extremely untrustworthy

40/%)&*. Yeah. And his brother, Addison.

guy who always walked out of a situation having
made a mess and never bothering to clean it up.
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But they seemed like two prototypical Americans
of a certain kind who lived a certain kind of
prototypical American life during a particularly
vivid period. And the issue was to get the story
right. We think we have now, after a couple of
cracks at it previously. But we’ll find out.

0/83*5*/( So now you’re going on to your

third director. Are you going to be less open to
this new director’s input because you feel that the
other directors have sort of sidetracked you from
your original idea of it?
8&*%."/ The previous directors didn’t pull us

0/83*5*/( Did the songs change?
40/%)&*. Oh, yes indeed. I’ve written more

songs for this show than any other show I’ve ever
written. That’s because it’s a very chameleon-like
piece. It’s changed its focus. In New York Theatre
Workshop it had a kind of—it’s a pretentious
word but it’s the only one I can think of—gravitas,
a kind of weight to it. John and I had designed
it originally as a Bob Hope/Bing Crosby road
movie. That relationship between the wiseass
and the patsy seemed in its own exaggerated way
a way to tell this story. The relationship between
these two brothers was much more sophisticated,
but the point was, it had a liveliness to it. Sam
encouraged us—with our heartfelt cooperation—
to make it a little weightier and that didn’t seem
to work at New York Theatre Workshop. Then we
took it to Hal and he said he wanted us to add a
sex interest, a female who would be involved with
the two of them in a certain way. And to give it a
kind of—gosh I don’t know what the word is.

in the wrong direction, we were asking for help.
As Steve said, there’s nothing we did that did not
seem—
40/%)&*. —They excited us.
8&*%."/ They all seemed like good ideas when

they were suggested.
0/83*5*/( So it’s more like, you tried them and

they didn’t work.
40/%)&*. Yeah, exactly.
8&*%."/ But we did make a deliberate decision

after the last go-around was over that we wanted
to pull it back in and make it an author’s piece
again. When we wrote "TTBTTJOT, no director saw
it until it was essentially in the finished form
that it was in when it went off to Playwrights. We
wrote it until we were satisfied with it. And we
pulled this piece back in and that’s what we’re
trying to do. That’s the goal this time around.

8&*%."/ A kind of musical comedy pizzazz.
0/83*5*/( I see.
40/%)&*. Exactly. Which we’d intended but

not with a lady, because what we found out from
the Chicago and the Washington tryouts—and
again we went along enthusiastically with Hal’s
ideas—was that the love story’s between the two
brothers. And so we’ve reverted essentially to
what we wrote many years ago before either of the
directors got hold of it—but with what we have
learned from those two productions, what we’ve
learned from Sam’s production and what we’ve
learned from Hal’s production. And that’s what it
is now. So it’s back to the breezy Hope/Crosby, we
hope, tradition.
8&*%."/ But with a serious purpose.
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40/%)&*. At least if it works, fine, if it doesn’t

it’ll be our—
0/83*5*/( —Failure or success.
40/%)&*. There’s a great danger with

directors being in on the writing of a piece
because many directors want to be writers but
they’re not. I think what directors, first-rate
directors, are best at is editing. I really like the
idea of a director who comes in after the piece is
written and says, that scene is unfocused, what
is she doing there, I don’t know how to cast that
part, what do you think that should look like,

etc., etc. That’s when I think directors are at
their best.
0/83*5*/( John, how did you work with Susan

do it down at the Newhouse where we thought
it would run for a couple of months. And then
suddenly it was a Tony Award-winning musical—
bizarre.

Stroman when she directed $POUBDU? That was
pretty much all choreography as I remember it.

40/%)&*. What was great was the reviews

8&*%."/ It’s interesting, $POUBDU doesn’t have

came out the day of the first rehearsal of the
workshop—

a lot of dialogue but it doesn’t have significantly
less dialogue than many musicals that are
mostly sung through. Musical books are really
about structure and less about talking. But what
happened in $POUBDU was that when people on
stage stopped talking they didn’t begin to sing.
Language disappeared and what you heard were
records—with dance against it. So it seemed like
there was less of a book to some people than there
was. There are three pieces and they all have very
specific stories and very specific narratives.
0/83*5*/( How did you develop the script?
8&*%."/ Susan got a call from André Bishop

at Lincoln Center offering her the rehearsal room
downstairs to create a piece and she called me up
and asked if I wanted to talk to her about it. She
had been in an after-hours club and had seen this
woman in a yellow dress and found her behavior
riveting. We started talking about her, who might
meet her and how his life might be changed, and
we just sort of built the piece from there. By the
time we went in to the workshop I had written
a script that looked more like a screenplay than
a play because there were long descriptions of
what happened and then intermittently there
was dialogue.

0/83*5*/( Of #PVODF?
40/%)&*. Of #PVODF, right. And everybody

introduced themselves around the room. And I
wanted to say, “I’m John Weidman.” I just didn’t
have the nerve to do it. Because the papers were
full of “the most brilliant musical ever put on the
stage,” and John shyly beaming in the corner....
8&*%."/ It was a very strange morning.
40/%)&*. A very strange morning.

•

40/%)&*. So you described the dance action. I
didn’t realize that.
8&*%."/ I didn’t describe the dance action—that

was one hundred percent Susan—but I described
the basics of what occurred: so-and-so crosses to
the bar, he fumbles for his lighter and so on. It
was a tremendous pleasure creating that piece
with her. We didn’t even know if it was going to
be produced, and then Lincoln Center decided to
on writing | 19
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well as lyrics for 8FTU4JEF4UPSZ(1957), (ZQTZ (1959), %P*)FBSB8BMU[
(1965) and additional lyrics for $BOEJEF (1973). 4JEFCZ4JEFCZ4POEIFJN
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4UBWJTLZ (1974) and co-composed 3FET (1981) as well as songs for Dick
5SBDZ (1990). He also wrote the songs for the television production
&WFOJOH1SJNSPTF (1966), co-authored the film 5IF-BTUPG4IFJMB (1973)
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Mr. Sondheim is on the Council of The Dramatists Guild of America,
the national association of playwrights, composers and lyricists, having
served as its president from 1973 to 1981.
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(Tony Award, Best Musical Revival) and the Royal National Theatre
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nomination, Best Book; Tony Award, Best Musical). His new musical,
#PVODF, score by Stephen Sondheim, premiered at the Goodman Theatre
in Chicago and at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. He and
Susan Stroman are currently at work on a new musical, commissioned
by Lincoln Center Theater. Since 1986, he has written for 4FTBNF4USFFU,
receiving 12 Emmy Awards for Outstanding Writing for a Children’s
Program. Weidman is president of The Dramatists Guild of America.
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Selected Work

J^[ied]¹8emb[h>Wjº\hec1BDJmD0WFSUVSFTYecX_d[iikd]i[Yj_edi
WdZifea[d_dj[hbkZ[i1_jcel[ij^[ijeho\ehmWhZXoY^Whj_d]j^[Y^Wd][i
_dAWoWcWj^[iWckhW_W\j[hj^[7c[h_YWdi^Wl[b[\j$
4$&/&'063

A7O7C7WdZC7D@?HEad[[bWj[_j^[hi_Z[e\j^[ijW][
X[\eh[icWbb"Z[b_YWj[jWXb[i$8EJ>C;Dm[WhjhWZ_j_edWb
heX[i$A7O7C7_imh_j_d]edWf_[Y[e\h_Y[fWf[hm_j^WXhki^$
EYYWi_edWbbo^[Z_fij^[Xhki^_djeWi^WbbembWYgk[h_daXemb$
8[d[Wj^^_ijWXb[_iWXen$7hhWd][Z_d\hedje\C7D@?HE_ij^[
fWhWf^[hdWb_W\ehj^[j[WY[h[cedo¸Wd[Whj^[dmWh[Ykf"W
XWcXeem^_ia"WYWij#_heda[jjb["[jY$C7D@?HEYedj[cfbWj[i
j^[i[eX`[Yjiieb[cdboWdZi_b[djbo
3&$*5&3
Two men, whose fortunes have been altered by the
Westerners’ arrival. Manjiro, the common fisherman
made samurai. And Kayama Yesaemon, the minor
samurai made governor.
H[WZ_d]WiA7O7C7mh_j[i
A letter from Kayama Yesaemon to the Shogun: My
Lord Abe. It is my privilege to inform you of the current
state of our relationship with foreigners here in Uraga.
A7O7C7h[cel[iWXemb[h^Wj\hecj^[XenkdZ[h^_ijWXb[
WdZ[nWc_d[i_j
As you have doubtless learned from servants far
more worthy than myself, there are now two hundred
Westerners among us. Five times as many as a year
ago—when they first came.
,":"."
IT’S CALLED A BOWLER HAT.
I HAVE NO WIFE.
THE SWALLOW FLYING THROUGH THE SKY
IS NOT AS SWIFT AS I
AM, FLYING THROUGH MY LIFE.
YOU POUR THE MILK BEFORE THE TEA.
THE DUTCH AMBASSADOR IS NO FOOL.
I MUST REMEMBER THAT.

7JJ;D:7DJI[dj[hWdZh[fbWY[AWoWcW¼imh_j_d]Xhki^
m_j^Wij[[bf[d$J>;OWZZWb_d[ehjmeje^_i\WY[$C7D@?HE
_ii_c_bWhboW][Z"Xkj[l[hoj^_d][bi[WXekj^_ch[cW_di
kdY^Wd][Z$J^[H;9?J;HYedj_dk[im_j^AWoWcW¼ib[jj[h
3&$*5&3
Three years ago we set aside one district of the town for
Westerners, and yet we are still unable to provide them
with residences which they consider suitable. For this I
humbly ask your indulgence.

,":"."
I WEAR A BOWLER HAT.
THEY SEND ME WINE.
THE HOUSE IS FAR TOO GRAND.
I’VE BOUGHT A NEW UMBRELLA STAND.
TODAY I VISITED THE CHURCH BESIDE THE SHRINE.
I’M LEARNING ENGLISH FROM A BOOK.
MOST EXCITING.
IT’S CALLED A BOWLER HAT.

7JJ;D:7DJIWZZWjekY^e\]hWojeA7O7C7WdZCWd`_he¼i
^W_h$C7D@?HEX[]_dij^[j[WY[h[cedo$C[Wdm^_b["AWoWcW¼i
jWXb[_ih[fbWY[ZXoWceh[M[ij[hded[$>;_i]_l[dWY^W_h$
:kh_d]Wbbj^_i"j^[H;9?J;Hh[WZi
3&$*5&3
Of all the Westerners with whom I have to deal,
the merchants are most worrisome. They import
goods we do not need, and export those we cannot
do without. Last month they bought and shipped to
Shanghai so much flour that the price here almost
tripled. The noodle makers were affected most severely
and threatened to set fire to the Western warehouses.
I found it necessary to restrain them.
A7O7C7jWa[iWmWjY^\hec^_ifeYa[j
,":"."
IT’S CALLED A POCKET WATCH.
I HAVE A WIFE.
NO EAGLE FLIES AGAINST THE SKY
AS EAGERLY AS I
HAVE FLOWN AGAINST MY LIFE.
ONE SMOKES AMERICAN CIGARS.
THE DUTCH AMBASSADOR WAS MOST RUDE.
I WILL REMEMBER THAT.

7iC7D@?HEYedj_dk[ij^[j[WY[h[cedo"7JJ;D:7DJI
fbWY[Wd_d[j[[dj^#Y[djkhoj[Wi[hl_Y[edAWoWcW¼ijWXb[WdZ
fekh^_cWYkfe\j[W"m^_Y^>;b_]^j[diWdZim[[j[di
3&$*5&3
Although the Westerners have been in residence for
upwards of six years now, our samurai still mistake
their foreign manners for disrespect. To avoid unpleasant incidents, I have required all samurai to remove
their swords before entering the city.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~
~AY~Yf\Y~Y~Y~Yr",Yf\Y~Yf\Y~Y~YAY~Y"',Y~Y~Y~Y~Y~Y
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~~r')~~~~~(')~~~~(')~~~r\~~~r')~~(')~r')~~
,":"."
I WIND MY POCKET WATCH.
WE SERVE WHITE WINE.
THE HOUSE IS FAR TOO SMALL.
I KILLED A SPIDER ON THE WALL.
ONE OF THE SERVANTS THOUGHT IT WAS A LUCKY SIGN.
I READ SPINOZA EVERY DAY.
>GJEA<9:D=&
WHERE IS MY BOWLER HAT?

7JJ;D:7DJI[dj[hWdZZh[iiA7O7C7_dM[ij[hdYbej^[i$
J>;Oh[fbWY[^_ijWXb[m_j^WZ[iaWdZWh[lebl_d]Y^W_h$
C7D@?HEYedj_dk[im_j^j^[j[WY[h[cedo

3&$*5&3
Your humble servant, Kayama Yesaemon.
7d7JJ;D:7DJ[dj[hi"YWhho_d]W]hWojW_bYeWj1>;^ebZi_j
ekjjeA7O7C7
,":"."
IT’S CALLED A CUTAWAY.

A7O7C7ZhWf[ij^[YeWjel[h^_ii^ekbZ[hiWdZ[n_jikf
j^[^WdWc_Y^_$C7D@?HEWZ`kiji^_iheX[iWdZYedj[cfbWj[i
^_iimehZ

-+-

3&$*5&3
I will not bother you with details of the rowdy sailors
and adventurers who plague our port. As you know,
provisions of the treaties which you signed eight years
ago make it impossible for me to deal with them. But
fortunately, the behavior of the foreign consuls and
ambassadors themselves has been above reproach.
They have built themselves a club, complete with bar
and billiard room. And only gentlemen may enter.
A7O7C7fheZkY[iWcedeYb["m^_Y^>;feb_i^[i
,":"."
IT’S CALLED A MONOCLE.
I’VE LEFT MY WIFE.
NO BIRD EXPLORING IN THE SKY
EXPLORES AS WELL AS I
THE CORNERS OF MY LIFE.
ONE MUST KEEP MOVING WITH THE TIMES.
THE DUTCH AMBASSADOR IS A FOOL.
HE WEARS A BOWLER HAT.

C7D@?HEÄd_i^[ij^[j[WY[h[cedo$7JJ;D:7DJI[dj[hWdZ
Zh[ii^_c\ehimehZfhWYj_Y[$7<h[dY^e_bfW_dj_d]_i^kd]ed
j^[iYh[[dX[^_dZA7O7C7
3&$*5&3
My lord, here in Uraga we have reached an understanding with the Westerners. Of course I wish them
gone, but while they remain I shall try to turn their
presence into an advantage rather than a burden. Last
week I joined them in a fox hunt.
A7O7C7fkjiedWfW_he\]bWii[i
,":"."
5)&:$"--5)&.41&$5"$-&4
*%3*/,.6$)8*/&
*5",&*.1035&%1*--4
*)"7&")064&61*/5)&)*--4
*7&)*3&%#3*5*4)"3$)*5&$54503&%&4*(/
0/&.645"$$0..0%"5&5)&5*.&4
"40/&-*7&45)&.
0/&.6453&.&.#&35)"5

~"'!~Yr')"'!,A,Y~Y~"'!,A,Y~Y(')"'!~Y~"'!,A,Y~Y(')"'!
Y
YYYvYYvYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYvY
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J^[ied]iFe[ciº\hec1BDJmD0WFSUVSFTXej^i^Whf[dij^[Z_\\[h[dY[i
X[jm[[dAWoWcWj^[iWckhW_WdZCWd`_hej^[Äi^[hcWd"
WdZZ[[f[dij^[\h_[dZi^_fX[jm[[dj^[c$

"#&
He is yours.
78;WdZj^[9ekhjX[]_djecel[e\\
3&$*5&3
If the Councilors can no longer pretend that the
Americans are not coming, they have not yet given up
the hope of pretending the Americans were never here.
."/+*30
My Lord Governor of Uraga, you have saved my life.

."/+*30
RAIN GATHERING
WINDING INTO STREAMS,
LIKE THE ROADS TO BOSTON.
YOUR TURN.

,":"."
HAZE HOVERING,
LIKE THE WHISPER OF THE SILK
AS MY LADY KNEELS.
YOUR TURN.

."/+*30
,":"."
And why not, my friend, when you saved mine. The
mats were your idea.
."/+*30
You, a samurai, calling me, a fisherman—friend! This
is not Japan. This is America.
,":"."
America?
."/+*30
It is not the Americans who are barbarians. It is us! If
you could have seen what I have seen in America… But
what I feel in my heart is enough to have me boiled in
oil.
,":"."
I think you are going to be far too useful to me to boil.
But now I must return to Uraga. My wife has had no
word from me for many days, and will be worried.
Come with me. It is a long journey and we can keep
each other company.
A7O7C7WdZC7D@?HEX[]_dj^[mWbajeKhW]W
I will make a poem.
RAIN GLISTENING
ON THE SILVER BIRCH,
LIKE MY LADY’S TEARS.
YOUR TURN.

HAZE GLITTERING,
LIKE AN ECHO OF THE LAMPS
IN THE STREETS OF BOSTON.
YOUR TURN.

,":"."
MOON,
I LOVE HER LIKE THE MOON,
MAKING JEWELS OF THE GRASS
WHERE MY LADY WALKS,
MY LADY WIFE.

."/+*30
MOON,
I LOVE HER LIKE THE MOON,
WASHING YESTERDAY AWAY,
AS MY LADY DOES—
AMERICA.
YOUR TURN.

,":"."
WIND MURMURING.
IS SHE MURMURING FOR ME
THROUGH HER FIELD OF DREAMS?
YOUR TURN.

."/+*30
WIND MUTTERING.
IS SHE QUARRELING WITH ME?
DOES SHE WANT ME HOME?
YOUR TURN.
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~~(')~~~~~~~r')~~~~r')~~r')~~r')~~~~r')~~
END.

DAWN FLICKERING,
TRACING SHADOWS OF THE PINES
ON MY LADY SLEEPING.
YOUR TURN.

#05)

,":"."

SUN.

LEAVES.

I AM NO NIGHTINGALE,
BUT MY SONG OF HER
COULD OUTSING THE SEA—
AMERICA.

,":"."

."/+*30

DAWN.

NIGHTINGALE.

I AM NO NIGHTINGALE,
BUT SHE HEARS THE SONG
I CAN SING TO HER,
MY LADY WIFE.

,":"."

,":"."

."/+*30
DAWN BRIGHTENING
AS SHE OPENS UP HER EYES,
BUT IT’S I WHO COME AWAKE.
YOUR TURN.

."/+*30

."/+*30

,":"."
Wait here.
A7O7C7[dj[hij^[^eki[WdZWffheWY^[iJ7C7J;"m^e_i
jkhd[ZWmWo\hec^_c"ad[[b_d]Wjj^[^eki[^ebZi^h_d[
Tamate, I have the most extraordinary things to tell
you! I have been to Edo and appeared before the
Councilors. You won’t believe what happened. I was—

,":"."
YOU GO.

."/+*30

?d^_i[nY_j[c[dj"A7O7C7^Widejdej_Y[Zj^WjJ7C7J;
^Wid¼jcel[Z$:emdijW]["C7D@?HEmW_ji_cfWj_[djbo"^_i
Wjj[dj_ed[bi[m^[h[$J^[H;9?J;HmWjY^[ij^[iY[d[

YOUR TURN.

Tamate? Tamate. What is it?
#05)
LEAVES,
I LOVE HER LIKE THE LEAVES,
CHANGING GREEN TO PINK TO GOLD,
AND THE CHANGE IS EVERYTHING.
SUN,
I SEE HER LIKE THE SUN
IN THE CENTER OF A POOL,
SENDING RIPPLES TO THE SHORE,
TILL MY JOURNEY’S END.

A7O7C7fkji^_i^WdZedJ7C7J;¼ii^ekbZ[h$I^[\Wbbi_dje
^_iWhci$>[Wff[WhijeYhoekj"i_b[djbo$J^[Wffhefh_Wj[iekdZ
Yec[i\hecj^[H;9?J;H$A7O7C7jkhdi^[h][djboWhekdZ$
I>;_iYbkjY^_d]ed[e\^_ii^ehjimehZi_d^[h^WdZi$>;\Wbbi
je^_iad[[i"bem[h_d]^[hXeZo][djbojej^[]hekdZ$J^[h[_i
m^Wji[[cijeX[Wd[dZb[iifWki["Äbb[Zedbom_j^j^[mhWYa[Z
ieXX_d]e\j^[H;9?J;H

♦

A7O7C7¼i^eki[Wff[Whi
."/+*30
YOUR TURN.

,":"."
RAIN.

."/+*30
HAZE.

,":"."
MOON.

."/+*30
WIND.

~"'!~Yr')"'!,A,Y~Y~"'!,A,Y~Y(')"'!~Y~"'!,A,Y~Y(')"'!
Y
YYYvYYvYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYvY
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YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY
7iYh_fjfW][\hecj^[bWije\j^[j^h[[f_[Y[i_d$POUBDU7bj^ek]^ceije\j^[ijeho
mWijebZ_dZWdY["j^[dWhhWj_l[Yedj[dje\[WY^iY[d[mWiZ[iYh_X[Z_dZ[jW_b$

#"35&/%&3
And God said …
>;fkjiedWfW_he\ZWha]bWii[i
Let there be light.
.*$)"&Who is she?
#"35&/%&3
Someone who likes to dance.
.*$)"&You mean she’s a regular?
#"35&/%&3
I mean she likes to dance. I’m not sure there’s
anything about her I’d call regular.
CKI?9ijWhjiW]W_d0¹HKD7HEKD:IK;"ºikd]Xo:_ed$
9EKFB;IX[]_djeZWdY["Wij^[=?HB?DJ>;O;BBEM
:H;IIYheii[ijej^[XWh$@E;ij[fi_d\hedje\^[h0:e[ii^[
mWdjjeZWdY[5I>;i^Wa[i^[h^WdZWdZXhki^[ifWij^_c$
?]deh_d]C?9>7;B"m^emWjY^[i^[h"\WiY_dWj[Z"I>;i[jjb[i
edj^[ijeebX[i_Z[^_c$I>;jWa[iWYecfWYjekje\^[h
^WdZXW]WdZWZ`kiji^[hcWa[kf$J^[87HJ;D:;Hfekhi
^[hW]bWiie\Y^WcfW]d[$I>;jWa[iWfWYae\Y_]Wh[jj[iWdZ
Wb_]^j[hekje\^[h^WdZXW]"fkjij^[cedj^[XWhX[i_Z[j^[
m_d["WdZ^WdZij^[^WdZXW]jej^[87HJ;D:;H$I>;jWa[i
Wi_fe\m_d[WdZh[WY^[i\ehWY_]Wh[jj[$C?9>7;BijWh[iWj
^[h$J^[87HJ;D:;HjWfi^_cedj^[i^ekbZ[hm_j^WXeeae\
cWjY^[i$C?9>7;BXhki^[ij^[cWi_Z["^_i[o[i]bk[Zjej^[
=?HB$J^[87HJ;D:;Hjh_[iW]W_d$C?9>7;BXhki^[ij^[c
Wi_Z[W]W_d
#"35&/%&3
Matches!
C?9>7;Bjkhdi"¹][ji_j"º]hWXij^[cWjY^[i"WdZijWhjije
ijh_a[ed[¸Xkj>;¼ijeebWj[$J^[=?HBb_]^ji^[hemdY_]Wh[jj[
WdZjWa[iWZ[[fZhW]Wi¹HKD7HEKD:IK;º[dZiWdZCK#
I?9ijWhjiW]W_d0¹8;OED:J>;I;7"ºf[h\ehc[ZXoj^[HeoWb
9hemdH[lk[$

•
/~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~Y~Y~Y~YA,Y~Y~~~Y~Y~YAY~Y~Y~Y~YAY~
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THE BEST THING THAT EVER HAS HAPPENED
(Nellie, Wilson.)

Words and Music by
STEPHEN SONDHEIM

Andllllte Rubato(. =96)
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Undcme..ithe lay-erofcele<lon,e hotuC'jXlinter
foundthe chalkboord,

'1..e.,vcill"s:iedthe daughter,who wantedto directm,ovies
whenshe grewup end tAitow.1$ alreadygoodat givingdirections.
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"Of course, )'\Vttlie. .. s;aidher parents.

She filledthe ,Vllllwithhundretl$<>fllttle
pictur~i;,lile c.1rtooru,that told the stories
of the moviesme \\-antedto mnkc.
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Criticslovedit. Audienceslovedit. It wonC\'<:ry aw·arda moviecouldwin. lt wasan instant<:lassie.
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g to presen'Cthem.
The girl'sparentskeptthe cartoonioo the chalkbonrd,polywtth0ni11tlu:m

enjoyedlooking.it the clrawi~
to the ap<1rtment
Visicor.s
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I

'f'hc girl'sparentsagreedand donatedthe chalkboard
to the museum.whereit wasput on permanentdisplay.
Youngfilmmal:mcame fromall <Wer
the worldto see it.
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